The Hamburger Sequencing Pocket Chart was designed for its versatile uses including the assistance in a variety of lessons. Along with the pocket chart are 24 cards: 12 pre-printed and 12 blank. These cards were specifically designed to provide multiple uses for this chart, such as: the Scientific Experiment, Parts of a Paragraph, Parts of a Five Paragraph Story, etc. The hamburger model is a great mnemonic device that will help students memorize the processes and procedures that are being studied. Each layer of the hamburger represents a different level or step in the process. The possibilities of the Hamburger Sequencing Pocket Chart are endless!
Expand your collection of Pocket Chart Teaching Tools with these Learning Resources® products:

LER 2206 Standard Pocket Chart
LER 2209 Money Pocket Chart
LER 2255 Organization Station®
LER 2302 Book Pocket Chart
LER 2305 Science Poster Pocket Chart
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